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Agenda and last meeting’s minutes sent to members in
advance of meeting. N. Bruce moved to accept the
Agenda and minutes; M Wright seconded. No additions
or corrections noted.
The committee reviewed the results of the survey and the
following observations were made:
1) In Question #1 one respondent mentioned
“overlap” in the curriculum and also the issue of
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“some components of assessment” being
incorporated into L1, as saving it for L2 is
“troublesome”. The members agreed some
overlap is evident; however, the deep dive occurs
where the Concept is assigned. We should
emphasize “interrelatedness”. Also, assessment
certainly begins in L1 at a basic level (i.e. scanning
situations/environment – safety). The
Communication concept is introduced in L1 and is
foundational – leading to the ability to perform
assessments.
2) In Question #2 a respondent remarked that the
acute/chronic model doesn’t fit well, and suggests
renaming to fit the Benner model: Simple to
Complex. D. Evans-Prior commented that Simple to
Complex is captured brilliantly in SLO’s progression.
There are some issues with matching clinical
experiences to Chronic vs. Acute. Additional issues
surrounding Acute/Chronic model are raised in
Question #6.
3) Questions #4 and 5 refer to the clinical evaluation
forms. These were identified as a bit problematic
by three respondents. D. Evans-Prior shared CNM’s
modified forms (see discussion below).
4) Question #6 also raises the issue of moving some of
the L3 skills to earlier levels.
Review of CNM
NMNEC
Formative/Summative
Evaluation Revisions

•
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•

-

D. Evans-Prior shared and explained the adapted NMNEC clinical evaluation forms used at CNM. The forms also link
course and level objectives (SLO’s). Additionally, the
committee reviewed a summative evaluation rubric
which delineates specific student behaviors related to
the E-S-U scoring categories. CNM has further assigned
percentage values to those E-S-U categories.
Members discussed possible strategies for next steps. S.
Koronkiewicz provided a Powerpoint presentation
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outlining the proposed process. Members viewed the
proposed process and discussed the following:
 M. Wright proposed we split the concepts into
cycles and determine which concepts would be
reviewed in each cycle (i.e. year 1, 2, 3), rather
than reviewing the entire curriculum at once.
 S. Koronkiewicz – exemplars need more updating
than concepts.
 S. Kemper – some concept documents were more
developed than others.
 L. Vanyo – pilot some concepts and look at
associated exemplars. Are there changes based
on incidence and prevalence.
 Each committee member is asked to select one
concept they are willing to review.
 Create a Google Doc for the committee members
to work collaboratively. Post appropriate docs (i.e.
framework template, an existing concept
document).
 M. Wright asked D. Evans-Prior if she is willing to
share CNM curricular map – she agreed.
Members agreed to meet the 3rd Thursday in June
(6/15/17) from 3:00-4:00 PM

Respectfully Submitted: Susan Koronkiewicz
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